
  
 

 
Glow in the Dark HEXBUG®

 Nano Galileo Collection 
 
The undisputed micro-robotic favorite, HEXBUG Nano, is a tiny 1.75 inch energetic micro robotic 
bug that uses the physics of vibration to skitter along and explore its environment on smooth 
surfaces.  Now the fun can come to life during the day or night with the Glow in the Dark HEXBUG 
Nano. The HEXBUG Nano family is diverse and includes several unique “collections” and “series”, 
named after the world’s most accomplished scientists and their key discoveries.  The Glow in the 
Dark HEXBUG Nano product line is of the Galileo Collection. 
 
Powered by a tiny motor, and 12 fixed, angular legs, the industrious critter traverses the ground 
beneath it and quickly navigates through the most complex mazes.  Possessing an uncanny sense 
of balance, it can even flip to its feet and zoom forward when turned on its back!  When coming into 
contact with an object in its path, the energetic insect will switch directions and scurry away on a 
new path due to its persistent random behavior.     
 
There is more to the Glow in the Dark HEXBUG Nano than meets the eye.  Pop the top of a Nano 
test tube to gain access to the unique code that enables kids and families to register and keep track 
of their collection at www.handandstars.com online.  The website is designed to engage kids with 
fun facts about real scientists and their discoveries, and to stimulate minds in increasingly difficult 
levels of game play.  

 
 
Product Specs:  

 Product Length: 1.75 inches 

 Product Width: .5 inches 

 Product Height: .75 inches  

 Product Weight: .25 ounces 
 
 
The Glow in the Dark HEXBUG Nano is available in an assortment of colors and patterns. One 
button cell battery AG13 (LR44) is included with each. 
 

 Pricing varies by country 

 CPSIA approved for children ages 3 and up 

 Available at www.hexbug.com   
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